The Ultimate Chord Guide for Guitar
Introduction
The guitar is a wonderful instrument with many advantages over other instruments. It is
one of few instruments that can play both single lines and chords. This makes the guitar ideal
for accompaniment (rhythm) and lead. However, there is a catch. Although the guitar is capable
of playing chords, the notes are not always laid out in a way that makes it intuitive. In fact, many
guitarist have played all their lives without knowing what notes are in the chords they are
playing. This is almost unheard of for piano where you can see each note you play. Many
guitarists are also unaware or only have a vague idea of why chords are called what they are
called (major, minor, minor 7#5,). We usually just have a set of shapes that we know how to
transpose to create the chord we are reading, or we simplify. This book, along with the videos,
aims to show you how chords are put together and how to easily find them on the guitar. In
addition to this, I will show you how chords work together to create your own chord
progressions. Then we will learn how to play chords up the neck to create variety in our playing.
After that, I will show you how extended harmony works. Then we will talk about more complex
topics like secondary dominants and chord substitutions, in addition to borrowing chords from
the parallel minor key as well as related modes.
After this course, you will not only have the ability to find any chord voicing you want across the
fretboard, you will also be able to put your own chord progressions together in new and exciting
ways!
Jonathan Nilsen
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Module I
The Basic Triads
Section I
What is a chord?
A chord in its’ simplest form, is what we refer to as a triad. This means that a basic chord
consists of three notes. These three notes are derived from the major scale. For our examples
we are going to use the key of C-major. A C-major scale occurs when you play all the white
keys on the piano starting on C and ending on C. On the guitar, the C-major scale looks like
this:

Play it, and I am sure you will recognise it. The major scale is the foundation of Western
Harmony. This means that most people living in the west have heard it at one point in their lives.
The major scale always follows a particular formula, consisting of whole-steps and half-steps.
On the guitar, a whole-step is the distance between two frets and a half-step is the difference
between one fret. Play it and hear the difference!
The formula for the major scale is this: whole - whole - half - whole - whole - whole - half
This means that if you start on any note and move up the neck using that pattern, you will get a
major scale. The pitch you start on, determines the name of the scale.
For the C-major scale, this means that we get the notes: C - D - E - F - G - A - B - C
If we assign each step of the scale a number, we get: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8
If we then give each number a name based on the root of the scale we get:
C(root) - D(major 2nd) - E(major 3rd) - F (perfect 4th) - G (perfect 5th) - A (major 6th) - B
(major 7th) - C (perfect octave).
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These are the intervals that all triads are derived from and form the basis of how we understand
chords. Now that we know how a major scale is put together, we can talk about how triads are
formed. Triads are created by stacking intervals of thirds. Put simple, this means that we start
on the root, skip one note and then skip one more. In the case of a C major chord, we would get
the notes: C - E - G
This means that to create a major chord, we need a root, a major 3rd, and a perfect 5th. Now
we are going to play all the C-major triads we can on the guitar. To do this, we are going to take
three strings at a time and find those three pitches. Then we are going to move up the neck on
those three strings. It looks like this:

Note that it does not matter which order the notes are in, only that you play those three notes at
the same time.
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Section II
The basic triads
Now that we have covered the major triad, we need to talk about the tree remaining
types of triads: minor, diminished, and augmented.
We already know that a major triad consist of a root, a major 3rd, and a perfect 5th. So how do
we create the other types of triads?
Well, here is a chart:
Major

Root, M3, P5

C major = C, E, G

Minor

Root, m3, P5

C minor = C, Eb, G

Diminished

Root, m3, diminished 5

C diminished = C, Eb, Gb

Augmented

Root, M3, augmented 5

C augmented = C, E, G#

m3 = minor 3rd (the third is lowered by a half-step)
diminished 5 = the fifth is lowered by a half-step
augmented 5 = the fifth is raised by a half-step
Then we just alter the chords accordingly. It looks like this:
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C minor

C diminished

7

C augmented

Now that you know how to play all the basic triads, you have probably noticed that the shapes
overlap. You can also use double up on notes (high C and low C) to create bigger voicings.
The next step would then be to try to figure out the basic voicings for all the 12 major, minor,
diminished, and augmented chords. Working your way through the major and minor chords is a
must for any guitarist.
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Section III
A Brief Note on the CAGED system
You can also use the CAGED system to easily find full voicings up the neck. This system
assumes that you know the open position shapes for: C-major, A-major, G-major, E-major, and
D-major. Then you just use a barre and move those shape accordingly. The CAGED system
looks like this:

The minor equivalent looks like this:

As you can probably see, the most practical minor shapes are the A-shape, E-shape, and
D-shape.
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Module II
How Do They Work Together?
Section I
Functional Harmony
Now that we know how to play all the major, minor, diminished, and augmented chords, we
need to know how to put them into chord progressions. To do this, we need to know how chords
function together. In Western Harmony, we use a really simple Roman Numeral System. The
number represents the step of the scale the chord is built on. Capital letters represent major and
lower case letters represent minor chords. A ° symbol represents a diminished chord and a +
symbol represents an augmented chord. Augmented chords do not occur naturally in major
scales, so for now, we don’t have to worry about them.
If we then build chords using intervals of thirds and follow the diatonic steps of a C-major scale,
we get this:

You should recognize these shapes from earlier on. They have just been transposed (moved) to
fit the chord they represent.

Section II
The Hierarchy Chart
In functional harmony, the goal is always to get back to the I Chord. There is also a pretty
simple hierarchy that decides the direction of chord progressions. Of course songs don’t always
follow these rules, but in the beginning we want to practice this way. Also notice that the ii - V - I
chord progression provides the strongest resolution back to I. Later in the book we will play with
this to create even more intriguing chord progressions.
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The hierarchy is as follows:
vi (A-minor)

iii (E-minor)

IV (F-major)

ii (D-minor)

V (G-major)

vii° (B-diminished)
I (C-major)

Right now, we always want to start on the I - Chord. Then we venture as far out as we want. We
can go down or to the right, but never up or to the left.
One pathway could look like this: I - IV - ii - V - I
Another could look like this: I - iii - IV - V - I
One of the most common ones looks like this : I - vi - IV - V - I
Experiment with these chord progressions and find some that you like. Think about why you like
the sounds you are hearing.

Section III
Practical Applications Across the Fretboard
Now we are going to take a common chord progression and move it up the neck. This is when
things start to become really practical.

In this example, I am using the chord progression: I - vi - IV - V. Then I give it the same
treatment I gave the C triads.
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By now, you should notice that many of the shapes repeat themselves. Try doing this with your
own chord progressions. In addition to this, try changing the key signature!
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Module III
Seventh Chords
Section I
The Creation of a 7th Chord
After mastering the triad, we can move on to 7th chords. This is when things start to sound
jazzy. We already know that a triad consists of a Root, 3rd, and 5th. To create a seventh chord,
we simply add the seventh note of the scale to the chord. There are two types of seventh
chords: major 7th (the seventh that occurs naturally in a major scale) and dominant 7th (often
referred to as b7 or minor 7). If we are playing a C-major chord, we are creating a chord from
the C-major scale.
C-D-E-F-G-A-B-C
R-2- 3-4-5 -6 -7-8
For a Cmajor7 chord we get: C - E - G - B
For a C dominant 7 chord (commonly referred to as C7) we get: C - E - G - Bb
To play this on the guitar in a practical way, we have to rearrange the order of the notes. The
most common way is to go: R - 5 - 7 - 3 or R - 7 - 3 - 5
Major Chords
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Minor Chords

Section II
Omitting the 3rd
It is also very common to play 7th chords by omitting the 5th. The reason why you can take the
5th out, is because the Root decides what the focal point of the chord is, the 3rd decides
whether it is a major or minor chord, and the 7th decides whether it’s a major 7 or dominant 7
chord. However, the 5th when it is not altered (b5 or #5) acts only as a supporting note to the
Root. You can take it out while still perceiving the integrity of the chord. On guitar, this works
best with a b7.
Here are some common shapes:
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Section III
All of the 7th Chords
Now that we know how 7th chords are put together and some basic shapes, we will take a look
at all the different shapes that are available. First we will look at all the inversions (restacked) up
the neck. Then we will take a look at the CAGED system. We will do this for major chords (major
7th and b7) and for minor chords (b7).
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Section IV
The CAGED System

Here is the CAGED example:
Major

Minor
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Section V
Diminished Chords
We also have to briefly discuss diminished chords. As we remember from earlier, a diminished
chord occurs when you have a root, minor 3rd, and b5. Now there are two ways to add a
seventh to a diminished chord:
-

Half-Diminished: Root, Minor 3rd, b5, b7 (often referred to as a m7b5 chord)

In C, that would be: C, Eb, Gb, Bb
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-

Fully-Diminished: Root, Minor 3rd, b5, diminished 7th (bb7)

In C, that would be: C, Eb, Gb, Bbb (or A)
Now the nice thing about these shapes is that they repeat themselves every three frets. This
means that you can take use the same shape, move it up three frets and get exactly the same
pitches restacked.
It looks like this:
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Some other common voicings for m7b5 and fully-diminished chords are:

Section VI
Which 7th Chords to use in a Key?
Now that we know how 7th chords are made and can find them all across the fretboard, we
need to know which ones to use and when. Let’s start by building a 7th chord on each step of
the C major scale:

Try using 7th chords with the chord progressions you created in chapter II and listen to what
they sound like. With 7th chords, the rule of thumb is to use the 7th that occurs diatonically. This
means that we use the notes that occur naturally in the key we are playing. Later on, we will
start pulling from notes outside of the key as well.
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Module IV
Sus2, Sus4, and 6 Chords
Section I
Sus2
The name sus2 is short for suspended 2nd. This means that we add the second note of the
scale to the chord and then resolve it back to the root.
It looks like this:

A sus2 always refers to the note being a whole-step above the root. These chords produce a
niche “chimey” sound.
Section II
Sus4
The sus4 chord works the same way as the sus2 chord, but instead we suspend the 4th note of
the scale. This produces a really interesting sound as the 4th in a major key is a half-step above
the 3rd. Basically we create more tension towards the 3rd. This is a sound you should
recognize.
For this one, I will use the E, A, and D-shape:
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This also works well with minor chords:

Section III
6th Chords
With a 6th chord, you just add the major 6th to the chord. You use the same interval for both
major and minor chords. 6th chords are interesting because they contain all the notes of the
major chord as well as the relative minor. For instance, let’s take a look at a C6 chord. First we’ll
add the Root, 3rd, and 5th together: C - E - G. Then we’ll add the 6th (A) into the mix:
C - E - G - A. The notes C - E - G form a C major chord while the notes A - C - E form an A
minor chord. Ultimately, the bass player gets to decide which chord you are playing.

When it comes to the minor version of the 6th chord, you always use the major 6th. This also
creates a very interesting sound!
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Module V
9ths, 11ths, 13ths, and Altered Chords
Section I
The Two - Octave Scale
Now that we have learned how 7th chords are put together, it is only natural that we discuss the
next extensions. Because of the way the guitar is built, we get into very interesting territory
when we start playing these extended chords. On the piano, you would just add notes until you
run out of fingers. However, on the guitar we have to start omitting notes to make room for the
extensions.
So let’s begin by discussing how these chords are built and what that means for the guitar.
Imagine for a second that instead of picking from a one octave scale, we extend the range to
two octaves. That would look like this:

Now if we start building a chord from the Root using intervals of a third (skipping a note) we get
this:
R - M3 - P5 - M7 - M9 - P11 - M13
C-E-G-B-D-F-A
This means that a 13th chord is a chord that is built using all the notes in the C-major scale
stacked in intervals of a third. Now on the guitar, this simply doesn’t work. We can’t play all six
of those notes at the same time. This means that we have to figure out which notes to omit.
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Section II
9th Chords
Let’s being with a 9th chord. We get a 9th chord by adding the 9th step of the scale to a 7th
chord. When the 7th is major, we get a major 9th chord, and when the 7th is minor (b7), we get
a dominant 9th chord. Essentially this means that the 7th decides whether we are dealing with a
dominant or a major 9th chord.
Cmajor9 = C, E, G, B, D

In this common voicing, you can see that I omitted the 5th (G). You could potentially play it by
adding a barre with your ring finger, however, this is not very practical.
C9 = C, E, G, Bb, D

It is a lot easier to get the 5th in this voicing. You can use your ring finger and barre it across the
3 top strings. This is a very nice and highly moveable shape that you will come across often.

However, if the chord is written as an add9 chord, you would just add the 9th to the basic triad.
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Cadd9 = C, E, G, D

Add9 chords are very prominent in modern music and provide nice colors without dominating
the chord too much.
Cm9 = C, Eb, G, Bb, D

The minor 9 chord sounds very nice. It is very common to end songs in minor keys on this kind
of chord.

Here are some typical voicings for 9th chords
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Section III
11th Chords
11th chords continue where 9th chords left off. You simply add an 11th into the mix. Because
the 11th is the same note as the 4th, 11th chords with a major 3rd, sound best when the 3rd is
omitted. This is because the 11th and major 3rd are a half-step away from each other. When
played together, this can create a pretty dissonant sound. Imagine this:
C11 = C, E, G, Bb, D, F
If played together, the F and E are going to sound very dissonant. Because of this, it sounds
better to take the major 3rd out.

Two common voicings look like this:
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It is important to note that we generally do not play major11 chords. Another interesting fact is
that C11 chords are often written as Bb/C implying that you have a Bb triad with C in the bass. If
you look at the notes, it is clear that if you omit the 3rd, you do in fact get a Bb triad (Bb, D, F)
with the note C in the bass. This creates a really nice suspension. Also, because of the lack of a
3rd, this voicing is considered neither major or minor. However, when you play a minor11
chord, it is common to substitute the 9th for a minor 3rd.
That looks like this:

Cmajor7#11
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Another really cool voicing occurs when you add a #11 to a major 7th chord. In C, the notes
would be: C, E, G, B, D, F#

Section IV
13th Chords
13th chords occur when you add the 13th. Generally, we will just add the 7th and the 13th to
create what we on guitar call a 13th chord. For instance, if we have a Cmajor13, we will use the
notes: C (R) , E (3rd), B (major 7th), A (13th), to imply a 13th chord. This really only applies to
major chords! Here are some examples:

Section V
Altered Chords
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Altered chords occur when you sharpen or flatten any of the color tones (9th, 11th, 13th) in
addition to augmenting or diminishing the 5th. Altered chords are always major and they always
have a dominant 7th (b7). Here are some really common shapes:

All of these chords could be used as a V chord. However, some will sound better than others. It
also does make a difference whether you are in a minor or major key. If you are resolving to a
minor chord, 7#9, 7b9, and 7b13 all sound very good. If you are resolving to a major chord, a
7b5 chord will work magic! The reason why is because the majority of these alterations are
borrowed from minor scales.
Module VI
Secondary Dominants
Section I
What is a Secondary Dominant?
Up until this moment, we have stayed in the key of C major for all of our examples. But to
understand secondary dominants, we have to move past the key of C and look at other keys
too. First it is important to remember that every chord name is based of a major scale coming
from the Root of the chord. This means that every interval name is based on the root of the
chord. For instance, if we were to play an F major chord, we are basing all the names of the F
major scale: F - G - A - Bb - C - D - E - F
We get these notes by using the formula for the major scale in chapter I. To create an F major
chord, I then take the Root (F), M3 (A), P5 (C) and play them at the same time. Now let’s
imagine that we are going between a C and F chord. In the key of C, this would be a I - IV
progression. However, to make this more interesting I can use the V7 chord from the key of F to
create more tension towards the F major chord. We would then get a C7 chord. However, in the
key of C major, the seventh should be major. This is a secondary dominant. In short a chord
from outside the key that creates pull towards the following chord.
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To make the pull even stronger, you can also add the ii chord from the chord you are going to.
In our case, this would be a g - minor chord. So instead of just going from C - F, you could go, C
- Gm - C7 - F. In roman numerals we write a secondary dominant like this: V7/IV. The first
number indicates the functionality of the chord relative to the next chord while the second
number refers to where that chord belongs in the original key. In our example we would get I ii/IV - V7/IV - IV. You can use secondary dominants to tonicize every chord in the key except for
the vii°.
Let’s take a look at a common chord progression, the use secondary dominants to make it more
interesting:

This example really goes out of its’ way to show the possibilities. However, if you have ever
wondered how some people are able to reharmonize songs on the fly, this is one of them. Of
course there are many other tricks, some of which we will discuss later.
Section II
Major Keys
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It is also a good idea to memorize each chords’ function in every key. To do this, I have
provided a nice chart. Try playing through each key. Also try to create chord progressions in one
key and use the numbers to transpose to a different key. People who can transpose quickly on
the fly are experts at this. When I see a chord, I immediately assign it a number based on how it
functions in the key. Then, when I transpose to another key I replace the original chord with the
matching number in the new key. This is always the most efficient way to transpose chord
progressions.
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Section III
Minor Keys
I also want to provide an example of a minor key. For our purposes we will use the Harmonic
Minor Scale. The Harmonic Minor Scale is similar to the Natural Minor Scale except for one
crucial difference.
The Natural Minor Scale occurs when you start on the 6th note of the major scale. This means
that if we are in a C major scale and start on the 6th note (A) we get an A Natural Minor Scale.
C-Major: C - D - E - F - G - A - B - C
R - M2 - M3 - P4 - P5 - M6 - M7 - R
A-Minor: A - B - C - D - E - F - G - A
R - M2 - m3 - P4 - P5 - m6 - m7 - R
If we assign numbers to the Natural Minor Scale we get this:
i - iidim - III - iv - v - VI - VII - i
Basically we get the numbers restacked.
This relationship is called Relative Major and Minor and is incredibly important in music.
C - major = relative major ---> A - minor
A - minor = relative minor ---> C - major
To turn a Natural Minor Scale into a Harmonic Minor Scale, you raise the 7th step. In the key of
A - minor, we then get a G#. This sound should be familiar to you. If we then build a chord on
every step of the scale we get this:
i - iidim - III+ - iv - V - VI - viidim - i
The biggest and most important change is that the minor V chord is now major. This creates
more pull towards the tonic. Harmonized with 7ths, a minor key would look like this:
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In the previous diagram I chose to keep the G natural on both the i and III chord. This creates a
more consonant sound that is more conventional.
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Module VII
Chord Substitutions
Chord substitutions are a great way to make your playing more interesting. By using chord
substitutions you can take simple songs and reharmonize them in new and interesting ways.
Fortunately, there are some really simple rules you can use when you are starting out.
Section I
Relative Major and Minor
The most basic chord substitution occurs in the interchange between relative major and minor.
This means that you can almost always substitute a major chord with its’ relative minor and vice
versa. Let’s take a look at this in the key of C - major.
Let’s say I have the chord progression: C - Am - Dm - G
Using the relative majors and minor, I can substitute that with: Am - C - F - Em

Section II
Starting on the 3rd
You can also substitute by building a chord on the 3rd of the chord you want to create a
substitution for.
For instance, let's’ take a look at a C - major chord: C - E - G
Now if I build a chord by starting on the 3rd I get: E - G - B
This spells out an E minor chord. So not only can you substitute a C major chord with an A
minor chord, you can also substitute it with an E minor chord.
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Let’s look at each chord in a major scale and see what we can substitute it with:
I = vi & iii
ii = IV
iii = I & vi
IV = ii & vi
V = iii & vii
vi = I & iii
vii = V
As you can probably see, there is some wiggle room on this. Play around with different chord
progressions and use your ear to distinguish between which ones you like. Try singing simple
pop songs and reharmonizing them using these substitutions.
Section III
Using Substitutions in a Song
Here is an example:
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Here I use diatonic substitutions:

Here I use diatonic substitutions in addition to secondary dominants:

Try singing the song while using different chord substitutions. Figure out which ones you like
and which ones you do not like!
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Section IV
Tritone Substitutions
Tritone Substitutions occur when a dominant chord is substituted by another dominant chord a
tritone away. A tritone is the same as a diminished 5th (b5). It gets its’ name because the
interval spans two minor thirds. Tritones are generally considered the most dissonant intervals
we have. However, they can be super useful to create really nice sounding substitutions. For
instance, the tritone substitution for G7 is Db7. Let’s take a look at the notes present in the
chords.
G7: G - B - D - F

Db7: Db - F - Ab - Cb (B)

Notice that two of the notes are the same (F and B). In addition to this, Db is the b5 of G while
Ab is the b9. This means that Db7 contains the same notes as an altered G7 chord. In essence,
this is why tritone substitutions work so well.

Here is an example:
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Module VIII
Borrowing From The Parallel Minor
Section I
iv chord
In functional harmony, you can also borrow chords from the parallel minor key. This could be
from the Harmonic Minor or Natural Minor. One very common chord to borrow is the iv chord.
This chord actually creates a good amount of tension towards the I chord. Let’s have a look.

When we take a look at the notes, we can see why this makes sense.
C= C-E-G
Fm = F - Ab - C
Two of the notes move down a half-step while C stays the same.
Here is an example of how this works in a chord progression:
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Section II
bVII
Another common chord to substitute the V chord with is the bVII. The bVII creates a pretty cool
sound!

You can combine the bVII with a iv for a killer ii - V progression with a deceptive ending.

Section III
Deceptive Cadences
Deceptive cadences occur whenever a ii - V - I chord progression does not resolve to the chord
we think it will. Deceptive cadences generally play with the relationship between relative major
and minor. For instance, a deceptive cadence in C major occur when V resolves to vi rather
than I. In minor keys, a deceptive cadence occurs when V resolves to VI rather than i. You can
also play with the relationship between parallel major and minor.This can give you many
interesting options.
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Let’s take a look at some common deceptive cadences:
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Module IX
Modal Interchange
Section I
What are Modes?
The last module explains the most “out there” chord progressions. These chord progressions
have become more and more common in jazz music as well as RnB, Hip-Hop and some pop
music. But before we go there, we have to briefly discuss modes. Modes are essentially
restackings of the major scale. We actually already know one mode, the minor scale (also
known as aeolian).
Let’s start of in the key of C major. In the key of C major, we start on C and play all the notes
without sharps or flats until we get to the C an octave above. It looks like this:
C-D-E-F-G-A-B-C
Now imagine that we start on a different note of the scale, but continue to play without adding
sharps or flats. Let’s start on D and end on D:
D-E-F-G-A-B-C-D
When you play this, you are using the notes from the C -major scale, but suddenly things sound
different. You can probably tell that it has a minor sound to it. We call this dorian mode. You can
create a scale like this by starting on any note in the key of C - major. I will show you how to
here:
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Now if we look at each mode we start to see some patterns
Ionian = Major
Dorian = R, M2, m3, P4, P5, M6, m7 = A minor scale with a raised 6th
Phrygian = R, m2, m3, P4, P5, m6, m7 = A minor scale with a b2
Lydian = R, M2, M3, #4, P5, M6, M7 = A major scale with a #4
Mixolydian = R, M2, M3, P4, P5, M6, m7 = A major scale with a b7
Aeolian = R, M2, m3, P4, P5, M6, m7 = natural minor
Locrian = R, m2, m3, P4, b5, m6, m7 = minor scale with a b2 and a b5

Section II
All the modes in the same key
If we transpose this to C we get this:
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Play all of these scales and listen to what they sound like. You might find that you like some
better than others.
Section III
Building chords in each mode
Now I am going to show you how to build chords in each mode. Then we will assign the chords
a Roman numeral:
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Section IV
Using the Modes to Create Different Chord Progressions
Now you can use the different modes of C to create really interesting chord progressions.
Essentially, this gives you the option to switch between any chord you want.
For instance, you can start on the I chord of the Ionian Mode, then go to the bIII of the Aeolian
Mode, then the IV of the Lydian Mode, followed by the bII of the Phrygian Mode. That chord
progression would look like this:

To create a melody over these chord progressions, you just use the notes from the mode you
borrowed the chord from.
Here is an example:
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Conclusion
In this book, we have learned how chords are put together and how they work together in a key
signature to create chord progression. It is my hope for you that you take all this knowledge and
work it out on the guitar. Try working through the chord progressions in all the different keys and
all the way up and down the neck. Try different secondary dominants and listen to what they
sound like. Play with substitutions and try reharmonizing melodies. Trust me, it gets easier the
more you do it!!! On top of this, I strongly recommend that you get a Real Book (book full of
standard jazz tunes) and try to read your way through the tunes. Once you have read your way
through some tunes you like, try to spice them up by using some secondary dominants. Also try
to use substitutions. You will be amazed at how much you can get out of a simple tune like
“Autumn Leaves.” Putting the knowledge into use will also help you solidify what you have
learned. In the beginning, it may seem like a lot to take in, but it will all fall into place eventually!
Best of luck!
Jonathan Nilsen
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